Track 1 - Everybody Do Your Thing
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Absolutely fabulous and totally tremendous,
Spiffing, topping jolly good and utterly stupendous
Our God is more beautiful than anything you've ever seen
Supercool and happening, exciting and exploding
On the block, around the clock
A rocking and a rolling
Our God is more brilliant than anything you've ever done

Jump and dance and sing about it,
Whisper, talk and shout about it,
Everybody...

Draw it, paint it, write about it,
Text it, tweet it read about it
Everybody...

Sensational, electrical a buzzing and a booming
Loop the loop-a hula hoop-a
Whizzling and a zooming
Our God is more breath-taking than anything you've ever seen
Splendidly astonishing and awesomely exciting
better than a bungee jump or roller - coaster riding
Our God is more marvellous than anything you've ever dreamed
Track 2 - Bit by Bit and Little by Little
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Bit by bit and little by little (x3)
Together we’re becoming like our King

Like a lump of plasticine
Waiting to become a dinosaur
Shape the head, form the tail
Stand back and listen to it roar

Like an athlete training for a race
Does sprints and stops and squats to work their thighs
Finally they’ll run a faster pace
And cross the finish line to win the prize

Like a yum-my chocolate cake
Takes a lot of different things to make
Eggs and flour, cocoa powder
Mix it up and put it into bake

Track 3 - Our God is big
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Our God is big, our God is strong,
And His love for us goes on and on and on (x3)

He’s bigger than a truck, He’s bigger than a bus,
He’s bigger than the skyscrapers that tower over us.
He’s higher than an acrobat, He’s higher than a crane,
He’s higher than a rocket or a soaring aeroplane.
He’s stronger than an earthquake, He’s stronger than a gale,
Our God is stronger than a massive tidal wave.

He’s faster than a cheetah, ready to attack,
He’s faster than a sports car or a greyhound round a track.
He’s brighter than a firework, He’s brighter than the stars,
He’s brighter than the galaxies, or Jupiter or Mars.
He’s closer than a whisper, He’s closer than your nose,
Closer than the air you breathe, much closer than you know.
His love is wider than a desert, wider than a beach,
Wider than a continent, wider than the sea.
His love is deeper than a lake, deeper than a mine,
Deeper than the deepest well that you will ever find.
His love is richer than a trifle, richer than ice cream,
His love is richer than a banquet for a queen.

Track 4 - Topsy Turvy
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It’s a topsy turvy curly wirly crazy kind of place
Where the weak are strong the first are last and the slowest one wins the race
It’s an upside down and inside out, back to front kind of thing
Because everything is possible in the presence of the King.

When a mustard seed of faith can move a mountain
And two little loaves of bread can feed a thousand men
When a small boy with his sling can knock a giant flat
And a man can sleep inside a lion’s den

When the lame begin to dance and a blind man starts to see
And a tankard full of water becomes a vintage red
When a faithful fisherman can walk upon a lake
And from his grave a man wakes from the dead

Track 5 - Give glory
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Give glory to the name of the Lord,
Give glory to the name of the Lord,
Whatever your story, give glory to the name of the Lord.

Abraham an old man, with a stick and a beard,
Would become a new dad, even though that was weird.
Well his wife ate her hat, when she found herself fat,
But together they’d see what their child would mean. 
Through their story, they gave glory, to the name of the Lord.

Moses knelt at the bush, and said “God I’m afraid”, 
But God said “Don’t you fret, I’ll be sending a plague”, 
There were frogs, there were flies, there were boils on the thighs, 
Then God parted the sea and His people went free. 
Through their story, they gave glory, to the name of the Lord.

With a hop and a skip, with a turn and a jump, 
With a smile and a wink, with a nod and a bump, 
Every boy every girl, everyone round the world, 
Big and small, young and old, everyone has a role, 
Through our story, we'll give glory to the name of the Lord

Track 6 - Easy Peasy
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Easy peasy lemon squeezy You've just gotta be yourself 
Easy peasy lemon squeezy you ain't gotta be no one else (repeat)

You might wish that you were taller
You might wish that your ears were smaller
You might wish that your arms were stronger
You might wish that your legs were longer

But God makes us all differently
Each with our own recipe
You don’t have to be a movie star
He loves you just the way you are

You might wish that you could be
A famous celebrity
You might wish that you could run
A faster race than anyone
Track 7 - God’s Kingdom
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When you’re happy, feeling good
When everything is going as it should
Sing a song, raise a shout (SHOUT!)
God’s kingdom is a place to let it out

When you’re up, when you’re down
If you’re a teacher, or a preacher, or a clown
If you’re two, or ninety one,
God’s kingdom is a place for everyone

When you’re low, feeling sad,
When everything around you’s turning bad
When you’re down, feeling tired
God’s kingdom is a place where you can cry

Running fast, walking slow
Round and round and round and round we go
Have a hop, do a jump
God’s kingdom is a place for having fun